Wc prove the existence of second derivatives of the weak solutions u E W 'SI' of the degenerate system div A(Du) = 0, wherc no differentiability is supposed on the monotone vector fleld A
Introduction
Ihe main result of this paper is the bigher differentiability of local solutions of elliptic systems of the type div A(Dv) =0
iii V'(fi)
where fi is an open subset of W and A is a mapping from RnN mt'> R""'. This problem has been studied by several authors; we oní>' quote IAF], [DB] ,¡GiI,[GM1, [UI, where the reader can find further references. 'fo get such regularity, it is necessary to impose a suitable ellipticit>' assumption 011 A. We want to recail that if A is 01 and satisfies the ellipticity condition 1991 Mathematics Subjéct Clossiflcation: 35360, 35D10. Servicio Publicaciones Univ. Complutense. Madrid, 1998. This work has been performed os a part of a National Research Project supported hy MURST (40%).
for Q xx 1 n; i xx 1 fi. Now we estabilish two Propositions that are crucial in the approximation argument used in the proof of the main result.
Vectorial case. Proposition 1. Let A : RnN~.4 RnN be a 01 functien satisfying (7) 
Remark 1. We want to stress that the constant O appearing in (12) does not depeud on A, y, u. Actualí>', under assumption of Proposition 1 it is well known that local solutions u of (1) 
Now we recalí that under the assumption of Proposition 1~¿ E W~u
, then we pdss to the limit in the last formula to get:
Now from (7), (10), (11) we get, suníming np with respect to s:
where c does not depeid on A or g. Since 4>' 1<
1~[M/2,Mj, using Young inequality we obtain
From this inequality, letting M -s ex (12) 
Remark 2. The proposition aboye is the counterpart of Proposition 1 in the scalar case, and again the main point is the independence of (18),(19) of A,g,u. Moreover we observe that in this case, under the hypothesis of Proposition 2 it is known that Dii E L~(fi), aud this implies that u E w7~(fi) for an>' 1 <p .c oc.
Praof of Proposition 2.
The proof of (18) 
Now we use (16) to obtain, summing np on s (7) and (8) 
recail that the vector fleid fi is monotone in the sense that:
so, by the fact that it is the sum of two monotone vector fields, also Wh satisfies:
for ever>' z1,z2 E R"~"'. Now we denote by p(z) a positive radially symmetric mollifier with compact support in B(0, 1) and define
JB(0,i) it
We can finail>' verify that Ait satisfies the required conditions. 13>' dclinition of Ait and (23) 
Proof of the regularity results
In this section we prove Proposition 1 and Proposition 2, assuming that A(z) oní>' satisfies (7) aud (8), thus obtaining the existence of second derivatives for solntions of (1) under fairí>' general assurnption on A. In the scalar case, we are also able to prove local boundedness of the gradient of solutions of (1). Let us flrst consider the Scalar case. Theorem 1. Let A : R" -. 1?" be a continuous function satisfying (7) and (8) 
Before proving the theorem we remark that estimate aboye implies that u E w~;j(fl) if~> 0. 
Proof. LetusflxsE{1 ,n}and0<p<R. If¡h¡=~K~weget from (25) and (26) (~2+
The result then follows, recalling that Dii is locail>' bounded, letting it -*0. 
This is obvious for p =2. Otherwise, if 1 <p < 2 notice that
¡Du-Duh¡2
From (28) and from this inequalities, passing to tSe limit as it -* O we get the result.
The vectorial case.
¡u this case we cannot get the local boundedness of Dii and we ma>' only prove the existence of second derivatives. 
